Programming a Harmony remote to learn the 1500-colour remote commands
(Kindly supplied by one of our customers - thank you Mark).
I will try to give a brief overview of the steps needed - anyone familiar with the harmony setup should be able to
control the lights fairly easily.
First I created a new device and selected - home automation - light controller
Selected - manufacturer not listed
Input manufacturer as Visual Chillout
Input model number as 1500 colour
Select yes I have a remote
Connect USB into remote and align with LED remote
Pressed power toggle when prompted
Pressed dimmer button when prompted
Skipped * when prompted
Answered show me more commands until end
Answered number of lights = 1
End
Now LED controller device exists in database
Click settings
Click learn infra red commands
At bottom of page there is a tab "Learn a new command"
In naming box type RED then press learn new command
Follow instructions to learn red command
Repeat process for as many buttons you wish to duplicate (see pic)
Next adjust power settings
Select turn off when not in use
Select one button to turn on/off
I selected i dont have remote but know the button to press = power toggle
Now it is just a case of adding LED lighting to each activity that is used
In my case I have watch tv / watch bluray / ps3 / xbox360 (see pic)
In settings select activities that use this device
Select all activities listed above
Now go into each activity and edit as normal ensuring that led lighting is set to power on during each activity (see
sample pic)
For my setup when I press watch tv the following happens
tv turns on with amp set to correct inputs for sky etc
led lighting turns on
If I choose watch bluray then tv and amp change + bluray powers on
led lighting stays on
Same process for xbox and ps3
Power off button turns everything off including Led lighting

Also when customizing buttons I added all buttons to the touchscreen but also my favourite colours to the numbered
hard buttons
Brightness up/down to the hard volume buttons
Power toggle to the E key

